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$\mathscr{M}=\langle C,$ $V,$ $E,$ $\vdash\rangle$
$C$ $V$ $C$ cell $V$
value $E$ $C\cross V$ event
event $e$ $c(e)$ cell $\vdash\in \mathcal{F}E\cross C$
event 2 cell 2 enabling relation
2
(1) $\forall c\in C\exists v\in V(c, v)\in E$
(2) $<$ well-founded
$<$
(1) $\exists A\in \mathcal{F}E\exists v\in V((c_{1}, v)\in A \ A\vdash c_{2})\Rightarrow c_{1}<c_{2}$
1 (C)(24500025)
$2E$ $\mathcal{F}E$
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(2) $C_{1}<c_{2}$ & $c_{2}<c_{3}\Rightarrow C_{1}<c_{3}$
$C$ 2 $c_{1}<c_{2}$ $c_{1}=c_{2}$ $c_{1}\leq c_{2}$
$C$ $\leq$
$\mathscr{M}=\langle C,$ $V,$ $E,$ $\vdash\rangle$
(1) $(c, v_{1}),$ $(c, v_{2})\in x\Rightarrow v_{1}=v_{2}$
(2) $(c, v)\in x\Rightarrow\exists A\in \mathcal{F}xA\vdash c$
event $x\in \mathcal{P}E$ state state $D_{\mathscr{M}}$
$A\vdash c$ $A\in \mathcal{F}x$ ( $c$ $x$
) $x\in D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $c\in C$ $A$
B\"ohm-like [2, Definition10. 1. 9]
B\"ohm-like node $\mathbb{N}^{*}$ $C$ label
$\{(\lambda x_{1}\cdots x_{l}.x;m)|l, m\in \mathbb{N}\}\cup\{\perp\}^{3}$
$V$ $E=C\cross V$ enabling relation root cell
$\epsilon\in \mathbb{N}^{*}$ $\emptyset\vdash\epsilon$ cell $n_{1}n_{2}\cdots n_{i+1}\in \mathbb{N}^{*}$
$A=\{(n_{1}\cdots n_{j}, (\lambda x_{l_{1}}\cdots x_{l_{j}}.x_{j};m_{j}))|j=0,1,\ldots, i\}$
event $j=0,$ $\ldots,$ $i$ $n_{j+1}\leq m_{j}-1$
$A\vdash n_{1}n_{2}\cdots n_{i+1}$
$\mathscr{B}$ state
B\"ohm-like $\Omega\equiv(\lambda x.xx)(\lambda xxx)$











label 4 label node
$\{(1^{n}0, (z;0))|n\in \mathbb{N}\}\cup\{(1^{n}, (y;3))|n\in \mathbb{N}\}\cup\{(1^{n}2, \perp)|n\in \mathbb{N}\}$
state $n\in \mathbb{N}$ $(1^{n}0, (z;0)),$ $(1^{n}1, (y;3)),$ $(1^{n}2, \perp)$




$\langle D,$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$ $x,$ $y\in D$
$x\sqsubset y$ $x\sqsubseteq z\sqsubseteq y$ $x=z$ $y=z$
$x\prec y$ [1] $KD$ $D$
$KD_{x}$ $(\downarrow x)\cap KD$ $x\uparrow y$ $D$
$\{x, y\}$ $D$ $\{(x, y)\in D^{2}|x\leq y\}$
$\leq$
$(x_{1}, y_{1})\leq(x_{2}, y_{2})\Leftrightarrow x_{1}=y_{1}$ $x_{2}$ & $y_{2}=y_{1}\sqcup x_{2}$
1. coherent5 $\omega$ $6\mathscr{D}=\langle D,$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$ $a\in KD$ $x,$ $y,$ $z\in D$
( I) $\neq KD_{a}<\omega$
( C) $x\uparrow y$ & $x\sqcap y<x\Rightarrow y<x$ $y$
( $Q$ ) $\neg(x\uparrow y)$ & $x\sqcap y\prec x\Rightarrow\exists!t\in D(\neg(x\uparrow t) \ x\cap y\prec t\sqsubseteq y)$








$\mathscr{M}$ $\langle D_{\mathscr{M}},$ $\subseteq\rangle$
$\mathscr{M}$ state $P$ $D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $X$ ( $\cup X$ state
)
$p\subseteq\cup X\Rightarrow\exists x\in Xp\subseteq x$
$p$ prime $D_{\mathscr{M}}$ prime state $P$
[3] $c\in C$ proofset state
(1) $\vdash c$ $\emptyset$ $c$ proofset
(2) $(c_{1}, v_{1}),$ $(c_{2}, v_{2}),$ $\ldots,$ $(c_{n}, v_{n})\vdash c$ $i=1,2,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ $x_{i}$ $q$ proofset
$\bigcup_{i=1}^{n}x_{i}\in D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\bigcup_{i=1}^{n}x_{i}\cup\{(c_{1}, v_{1}), (c_{2}, v_{2}), \ldots, (c_{n}, v_{n})\}$ $c$ proofset
$p$ prime state
$p=x\cup\{e\}$ $e\in E$ $c(e)$ proofset $x$
$p\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$
$X=\{(x, e)\in D_{\mathscr{M}}\cross E|x\cup\{e\}\subseteq P$ & $x$ $c(e)$ proofset $\}$
$p$ $p=\cup\{x\cup\{e\}|(x, e)\in X\}$ prime state
$P\subseteq x\cup\{e\}$ $(X, e)\in X$ $p=x\cup\{e\}$ $x$ $c(e)$
proofset $p=x\cup\{e\}$ $p\subseteq\cup X$
$X\subseteq D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $e\in\cup X$ $e\in y$ $y\in X$ $y$
$p=x\cup\{e\}\subseteq y$ state proofset
$P$ prime
prime state cell
event state prime state
$X_{\mathscr{M}}=c(p)^{7}p\in P$
$p\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $c(p)$ $X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $in_{p}:c(p)arrow X_{\mathscr{M}}$
$U\subseteq X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $Up=\{c\in c(p)|in_{p}(c)\in U\}$
7 state $x$ $c(x)=\{c(e)\in C|e\in x\}$
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(1) $\forall p\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\forall c_{1},$ $c_{2}\in c(p)$ $(c_{1}\in U_{p} \ c_{2}\leq c_{1}\Rightarrow c_{2}\in U_{p})$
(2) $\forall p,$ $q\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\forall c\in c(p)$ $(c\in U_{p} \ c\in c(q)\Rightarrow c\in U_{q})$
$U\in \mathcal{P}X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}}$
2. $K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})$ $\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $W\in K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})$
$\#K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})_{W}<\omega$





$M\in \mathcal{F}X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\{p|M_{p}\neq\emptyset\}\in \mathcal{F}P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $\mathcal{F}P_{\mathscr{M}}$
$c(p)$ $K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})$
$U(M)\in K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})$ $\#\mathcal{P}M<\omega$ $\#K(\mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}})_{U(M)}<\omega$
section $t\subseteq P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $x\in D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $x=\cup t$
$t$ state $x$
$t_{1}\subseteq t_{2}\subseteq t_{3}\subseteq\cdots$ $\cup\{p\in P_{\mathscr{M}}|\exists i\in \mathbb{N}p\in t_{i}\}$ state
$\bigcup_{i\in N}t_{i}$ $\{t_{i}|i\in \mathbb{N}\}$ $T_{\mathscr{M}}$
$T_{\mathscr{M}}\neq\emptyset$ $F_{\mathscr{M}}\in$ Ob$(Sets^{\mathcal{O}X_{X}^{op}})$
$t\in T_{\mathscr{M}},$ $U\in \mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}}$ $p\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$
$(f_{t}|_{U})(p)=\{\begin{array}{l}\{e\in p|c(e)\in U_{p}\} p\in t \forall q\in P_{\mathscr{M}}(q\subseteq p\Rightarrow c(q)\cap U_{q}\neq\emptyset) \emptyset \end{array}$
$f_{t}|_{U}:P_{\mathscr{M}}arrow D_{\mathscr{M}}$ $U$ section
$F_{\mathscr{M}}U=\{f_{t}|_{U}|t\in T_{\mathscr{M}}\}$
$U,$ $V\in \mathcal{O}X_{\mathscr{M}},$ $V\subseteq U$ $t\in T_{\mathscr{M}}$ $f_{t}|u\in F_{\mathscr{M}}U$
$(F_{\mathscr{M}})_{V,U}(f_{t}|_{U})\in F_{\mathscr{M}}V$ $v$ 2
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3. (1) $(F_{\mathscr{M}})_{U,U}=id_{F_{\mathscr{M}}U}.$
(2) $W\subseteq V\subseteq U$ $(F_{\mathscr{M}})_{w,v^{O}}(F_{\mathscr{M}})_{v,u}=(F_{\mathscr{M}})_{w,u}.$
section
4. $p,$ $q\in P_{\mathscr{M}}$ $c(e_{1})=c(e_{2})$ $e_{1}\in p,$ $e_{2}\in q$
$c(e_{3})=c(e_{4})$ proofset $p\cap q$ $e_{3}\in p,$ $e_{4}\in q$
Proof. $c=c(e_{1})=c(e_{2})$ $c$ proofset $c$ $p\cap q$
proofset $c$ $P$ proofset $x$ $q$
proofset $y$ $e_{1}’\neq e_{2}’,$ $c(e_{1}’)=c(e_{2}’)$ event $e_{1}’\in x,$ $e_{2}’\in y$
event $x\cup y\cup\{e_{1}\}$ $x\cup y\cup\{e_{2}\}$ enabling
event state
$e_{1}’,$ $e_{2}’$
5. $\langle f_{t_{i}}|u_{i}$ : $i \in I\rangle\in\prod_{i\in I}P\mathscr{M}U_{i}$ $i,j\in I\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $f_{t_{i}}|u_{i}nu_{j}=f_{t_{j}}|u_{i}nu_{j}$
$i\in I$ $f_{t}|_{U_{i}}=f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}}$ $t$
Proof. section $f_{t}|u\in F_{\mathscr{M}}U$ $supp(f_{t}|_{U})=\{p\in t|(f_{t}|u)(p)\neq\emptyset\}$
$i\in I,$ $j\in I-\{i\},p\in supp(f_{t_{i}}|u_{i})$ $P$ $supp(f_{t_{j}}|u_{j})$
(1) $\forall q\in supp(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}}) \forall e_{1}\in(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p) \forall e_{2}\in(f_{t_{J}\prime}|_{U_{j}})(q) c(e_{1})\neq c(e_{2})$
: $q\in t_{j}$ $c(e_{1})=c(e_{2})$ $e_{1}\in p,$ $e_{2}\in q$
4 $c(e_{3})=c(e_{4})$ proofset $x$ $p\cap q$
$e_{3}\in P,$ $e_{4}\in q$ $\{e_{3}\}\cup x$ $\{e_{4}\}\cup x$ cell
initial event8 $e_{5}\in\{e_{3}\}\cup x,$ $e_{6}\in\{e_{4}\}\cup x$
$c(e_{5})=c(e_{6})$ $\{e_{5}\}\subseteq P$ $\{e_{6}\}\subseteq q$ prime state $(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p)\neq\emptyset$
$\{c(e_{5})\}\cap(U_{i})_{\{e_{5}\}}\neq\emptyset$ $\{c(e_{5})\}\cap(U_{i})_{\{e_{5}\}}\subseteq$
$c(p)\cap(U_{i})_{p}$ $c(e_{5})\in c(p)\cap(U_{i})_{p}$ $(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}})(q)\neq\emptyset$
$c(e_{5})=c(e_{6})\in c(q)\cap(U_{j})_{q}$ (1)
$q\not\in supp(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}})$
$\forall q\in supp(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}}) \forall e_{1}\in p \forall e_{2}\in q c(e_{1})\neq c(e_{2})$




(2) $\exists q\in supp(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}}) \exists e_{1}\in(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p) \exists e_{2}\in(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}})(q) c(e_{1})=c(e_{2})$
: $e_{1}=(c, v_{1}),$ $e_{2}=(c, v_{2})$ $e_{1}\in(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p)$ $c\in c(p)$
$c\in(U_{i})_{p}$ $e_{2}\in(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}})(q)$ $c\in(U_{j})_{q}$
$c\in(U_{j})_{p}$ $c\in(U_{i})_{p}\cap(U_{j})_{p}=(U_{i}\cup U_{j})_{p}$
$e_{1}\in(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}\cap U_{j}})(p)=(f_{t_{j}}|u_{i}nu_{j})(P)$ $(f_{t_{j}}|u_{i}\cap u_{j})(p)\neq\emptyset$ $p\in t_{j}$
$p$ $supp(f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{j}})$
$\bigcup_{i\in I}supp$ (ftil $t$
$i\in I$ $f_{t}|_{U_{i}}=f_{t_{i}}|u_{i}$ $(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p)\neq\emptyset$
$p\in supp(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{1}})\subseteq t$ $(f_{t}|u_{1})(p)=\{e\in p|c(e)\in(U_{i})_{p}\}$
$(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})(p)=\emptyset$
(3) $p\in t$ $\forall q\in P_{\mathscr{M}}(q\subseteq p\Rightarrow c(q)\cap(U_{i})_{q}\neq\emptyset)$
$p\not\in t_{i}$ $p\in t_{i}$ $(f_{t_{i}}|_{U:})(p)\neq$
$\emptyset$
$p$ $t_{i}$
$\{p\}$ Usupp $(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}})\subseteq t$ $p$ $supp(f_{t_{i}}|$ $e_{1}\neq e_{2}$
$c(e_{1})=c(e_{2})$ $e_{1}\in p,$ $e_{2}\in q$ $q\in t_{i}-supp(f_{t_{i}}|$
4 $e_{3}\neq e_{4}$ $c(e_{3})=c(e_{4})$ proofset
$x$ $p\cap q$ $e_{3}\in p,$ $e_{4}\in q$ prime state
$\{e_{4}\}\cup x\subseteq q$ $t_{i}$ $p$ $\{e_{4}\}\cup x\not\in supp(f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{1}})$
$c(r)\cap(U_{i})_{r}=\emptyset$ prime state $r\subseteq\{e_{4}\}\cup x$
$\{e_{3}\}\cup x\in supp(f_{t_{i}}|_{u_{:}})$ $c(r)\cap(U_{i})_{r}\neq\emptyset$
(3) $(f_{t}|_{U_{i}})(p)=\emptyset$
6. $F_{\mathscr{M}}$
Proof. $\langle f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}}$ : $i \in I\rangle\in\prod_{i\in I}F_{\mathscr{M}}U_{i}$ $i,j\in I$ $f_{t_{i}}|u_{i}nu_{j}=f_{t_{j}}|_{U_{i}\cap U_{j}}$
5 $\langle f_{t}|_{u_{:}}$ : $i\in I\rangle=\langle f_{t_{i}}|_{U_{i}}$ : $i\in I\rangle$ $t$
$\bigcup_{i\in I}(f_{t_{i}}|$ $f_{t}|_{\bigcup_{i\in I}U:}$
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3.
$(X, \mathcal{O}X)$ $K(\mathcal{O}X)$ $W\in$




$\exists U, V\in \mathcal{O}X (V\subseteq U \ s\in FV \ t\in FU \ s=t|_{V})$
$s\sqsubseteq t$ $D_{F}$ $\langle D_{F},$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$ coherent $\omega$
7. $s,$ $t\in D_{F},$ $s\in FV,$ $t\in FU,$ $s\prec t$
(1) $W\in \mathcal{O}X$ $W\cap(U-V)\neq\emptyset$ $U-V\subseteq W$
(2) $U-V$
Proof. (1) $c\in W\cap(U-V)$ $c\in X$ $d\in(U-V)-W$
$d\in X$ $O=(U\cap W)\cup V$ $c\in O-V$
$d\in U-O$ $s\sqsubset t|_{0}\sqsubset t$ $s\prec t$
(2) $c\in U-V$ $U-V\subseteq U=\cup^{\uparrow}K(\mathcal{O}X)u$ $c\in W\subseteq U$
$W$ $W$ (1) $c\in W\cap(U-V)$ $U-V\subseteq W$
$0<\#\{W’\in K(\mathcal{O}X)|U-V\subseteq W’\subseteq W\}\leq\#K(\mathcal{O}X)_{W}<\omega$
$O=\cap\{W’\in K(\mathcal{O}X)|U-V\subseteq W’\subseteq W\}$ $O$ $U-V$
$U-V\subseteq P\in \mathcal{O}X$ $U-V\subseteq W\cap P\in \mathcal{O}X$
$U-V\subseteq Q\subseteq W\cap P$ $Q$ $O\subseteq Q\subseteq P$
8. $s,$ $t\in D_{F},$ $s\in FV,$ $t\in FU$
(1) $s\prec t.$
(2) $O\cap(U-V)\neq\emptyset$ $O$ $W\subseteq O$ $U=V\cup W$
$W$
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Proof. (1) $\Rightarrow(2)$ : 7(2) $U-V$ $W$
$O\in \mathcal{O}X$ $O\cap(U-V)\neq\emptyset$ 7(1) $U-V\subseteq O$
$W\subseteq O$ $U-V\subseteq U$ $W\subseteq U$ $U=V\cup W$
(2) $\Rightarrow(1):s\sqsubset t|0\sqsubseteq t$ $O\cap(U-V)\neq\emptyset$ $W\subseteq O$
$U=V\cup W\subseteq O$ $U=O$ $t=t|_{0}$ $s\prec t$
$s\prec t$ $W$
$W$ $t$ $u=t|w$ $s\prec_{u}t$
$s\prec_{u}t$ $s\sqcup u=t$
9. $s,$ $t\in D_{F},$ $s\in FV,$ $t\in FU$ $s\uparrow t$ $s\sqcap t\prec_{u}S$ $t\prec_{u}s\sqcup t$
Proof. $s$ $t\prec_{u}s,$ $u\in FW$ $W$ $V=(U\cap V)\cup W$
$U\cup V=U\cup((U\cap V)\cup W)=U\cup W$
$(U\cup V)-U=V-(U\cap V)$ $O$
$((U\cup V)-U)\cap O\neq\emptyset$ $W\subseteq O$ 8 $t\prec s\sqcup t$
$(s\sqcup t)|w=s|w=u$ $t\prec_{u}s\sqcup t$
$t\prec_{u}s\sqcup t,$ $u\in FW$ $((U\cup V)-U)\cap V\neq\emptyset$ $W\subseteq V$
$(U\cap V)\cup W=(U\cup W)\cap(V\cup W)$
$=(U\cup V)\cap(V\cup W)$ ( )
$=V$
$O$ $(V-(U\cap V))\cap O\neq\emptyset$
$W\subseteq O$ 8 $s$ $t\prec s$ $s|_{W}=(s\sqcup t)|_{W}=u$
$s\sqcap t\prec_{u}s$
$\langle D_{F},$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$ ( C)
$(s_{1}, t_{1})\leq(s_{2}, t_{2})$ $(s_{2}, t_{2})\leq(s_{1}, t_{1})$
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$s_{1}\prec_{u}t_{1}$ $s_{2}\prec_{u}t_{2}$ $s\prec_{u}t_{1}$
$(s, t_{1})\sim(s, t_{2})$ $sarrow_{u}t_{2}$ $t_{1}=s$ $u=t_{2}$ ( $R$)
( $Q$ )
10. $\langle D_{F},$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$ ( $Q$ )
Proof. $s,$ $t\in D_{F},$ $s\in FV,$ $t\in FU,$ $s$ $t\in FW$ $\neg(s\uparrow t),$ $s\sqcap t\prec_{u}s,$ $u\in FO$
$v=t|_{V}$ $v\in D_{F}$ $s\uparrow v$ $\{s, v\}$
$w$ $s=w|_{V}=v$ $s=v\sqsubseteq t$ $\neg(s\uparrow t)$
$\neg(s\uparrow v)$ $s\sqcap t\prec_{u}s$ $s,$ $v\in FV$ $s\Pi t\prec v$
8 $v\sqsubseteq t$
$v$ $V’\in \mathcal{O}X,$ $v’=t|_{V’}$ $\neg(s\uparrow v’)$
$s\sqcap t\prec_{u’}v’\sqsubseteq t,$ $u’\in FO’$ $O\cap O’\subseteq W$
$s|_{0\cap O’}=$ $(s$ $t)|_{0\cap O’}=t|_{0\cap O’}$
$(s|_{0})$ $(t|_{0’})\in D_{F}$ $\{s, v’\}$
$(s\sqcap t)u(s|0)\sqcup(t|_{0’})$ $(V -W)\cap(O\cap O’)\neq\emptyset$
$\mathcal{S}\sqcap t<_{u}s$ 8 $O\subseteq O\cap O’\subseteq O’$
$s\sqcap t\prec_{u’}v’,$ $(V’-W)\cap(O\cap O’)\neq\emptyset$ $O’\subseteq O\cap O’\subseteq O$
$O=O’$ $v=v’$ $\square$
11. $\langle D_{F},$ $\sqsubseteq\rangle$
( )
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